Atlantis under new point of view

A text of a world cultural heritage, according to opinion of the author, is based so far on a not
recognized Atlantis Epos, really not understood for 220 years. A completely new point of view about
Atlantis results from the realizations won. And so numerous old texts, stone paintings, myths and
sacred places, even exhibits in museums, which were not understandable so far, can suddenly be
interpreted meaningful. As is the case for an important keyword found out in a cross word - quasi like
a puzzle - free fields are automatically filled in and are telling of the most dramatic time of mankind
history.

With this new view of Atlantis, logical explanations offer themselves to mankind history, surprisingly
and for many further mysteries. Where did Atlantis really lie? How did Atlantis really go down? What
do Schiller, Troy, Babylon, Uruk, Crete, Iceland, Brunhild, Gilgamesh, Siegfried, King Gunter, Thor,
Heracles, Krishna, Enoch, Abraham, Lot, Moses, Joseph, Jesus of Nazareth, the Chosen People, the
Olympic Rings, guardian angels, fireworks, witches and the devil as well as the Great Biblical Flood
have to do with Atlantis?

All these questions and still many more this special books answers. It also names the acting persons,
their requiring tasks and the order giving persons behind, both while the fall takes place and for the
time thereafter. Surprisingly many mysteries of the past are solved and new aspects are developed.
For example: The true Christ lived 10.000 years earlier and the Christianity is in that case an indirect
consequence of the downfall of Atlantis.

Inform yourself briefly on this homepage about the fantastic discoveries of Atlantis, its fall and thus
connected mysteries in human history! If you are interested in further details, please click top on
“Publikationen". You will receive further informations to the books and will be able to buy it - if
wanted! IMPORTANT: All informations are at the moment only available in german!
This book is at the moment only available for the following countries: Germany, Austria, Switzerland.
For delivery in other countries please send me an e-mail to the following adress: DieterBremer@tonline.de

